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Particles, the Universe and the LHC

All known elementary
particles

Energy of the
Universe Large Hadron Collider

This talk is about why and what the LHC is for.



Atoms and the Periodic Table

All the matter that we know about on and in the Earth has this
simple, ATOMIC, classification
This strongly suggests an underlying, simpler structure



Particles, Matter and the Universe

All the matter ever studied on
Earth falls into the period table

We, and the matter which makes
up all of the Earth is made of
atoms

The planets seem to be made of
atoms

So, too, do the stars

The galaxy contains hundreds of
billions (i.e. ∼ 1011) of stars
which are basically alike: so
much of the galaxy is also be
made of atoms.

Moreover, all of the galaxies (and
there are ∼ 1011 of them) look
quite similar!

Hence, we learn that much of the
matter of the entire Universe is
made of atoms

We will ADD some very
important details to this picture
later.



Abundance of Elements in the Universe

The heavier the atom, the less of it there is
Simpler atoms are easier to make!



The Structure of Atoms
The structure and regularity of
the periodic table suggests that
atoms are made of even simpler
objects

Electrons were discovered by
Thompson in so-called cathode
ray tubes around 1897.A wire
filament with a current passing
through emits negatively charged
particles. This showed that
atoms contained ”electrons”.

α-particles (now known to be
Helium nuclei) were discovered as
radiation emitted by various
radioactive elements and
compounds

Rutherford used beams of
α-particles scattered off Gold to
prove that atoms ”must” contain
a very dense nucleus

The α-particles were deflected at
large angles, proving that atoms
had ”structure” - dense nucleus.

Shortly after this, the Bohr
model of the atom (protons and
neutrons in a dense nucleus,
surrounded by a cloud of
electrons) was ”established”.



The Atom

� The atom consists of a very
dense nucleus surrounded by
a ”cloud of electrons”

� Atoms have sizes of order
10−11 to 10−10 m.

� Protons are positively
charged. Neutrons are
neutral.

� Electrons have equal and
opposite charge to protons
and are much lighter than
them (me ∼ mp/2000)

� But are atoms
fundamental? Are these
the only particles?



Charged particles in Magnetic Fields

� Electric current is just
moving charge

� You can create a magnetic
field by coiling a current
carrying wire

� By the same token, a
magnetic field exerts a force
on charged particles

� So, strong magnetic fields
can be used to accelerate
charged particles to high
energies!

� This is how particle
accelerators work: the most
powerful (superconducting)
magnets in the world are



The galaxy is a particle accelerator!

� The galaxy has a strong
magnetic field and charged
particles!

� A particle is accelerated to
high energy by the galactic
magnetic field

� It strikes the upper
atmosphere of Earth

� Multiple interactions occur
between the particle and the
atoms in the atmosphere

� Creates a cosmic ray
”shower”



The galaxy as a particle accelerator!

� This is a particular example
when the original particle is
a proton

� This example produces
pions, photons, muons,
electrons and neutrinos!

� A muon from a cosmic ray
like this just passed through
your body!

� In fact, muons and pions
were discovered in cosmic
rays



The Particle Zoo

� As a result of cosmic ray and ground-based particle collider
experiments we now know that protons and neutrons are
actually made of more fundamental particles called quarks

� We also know that protons and neutrons have many ‘cousins’
which are also made of quarks. Hundreds of these have been
discovered over the past six decades.

� Neutrons, when not bound inside atoms, actually decay into a
proton, an electron and a neutral (almost massless) particle
called a neutrino.

� The most remarkable fact, though, is that all of these
particles and their properties are precisely described by a very
simple model.



The Standard Model of Particle Physics

The entire periodic
table can be
explained by just the
first and last
columns!
Last column are the
force carrying
particles
There are three
”families” of quarks
and leptons.Why not
just one?
Why these particular
masses?
Are there more than
just these particles?



Mass and The Higgs Boson

� There is one particle predicted by the Standard Model which
has not yet been discovered

� This is the so-called Higgs boson, after Peter Higgs who made
significant contributions to this part of the Standard Model

� According to the model, it is the Higgs boson which is
responsible for giving the quarks and leptons their mass

� The heavier the particle, the stronger its interactions with the
Higgs particle, so the top quark has the strongest interaction
with the Higgs, the electron the weakest one.

� One of the main reasons for the LHC physics programme is to
find the Higgs boson, or prove that it doesn’t exist!

� It’s discovery would shed enormous light on the nature and
origin of mass and ”complete” the story of the Standard
Model



Dark Matter

� Einstein’s theory of gravity has been tested with remarkable
accuracy in various systems within the galaxy

� But, if you estimate the mass of galaxies by the number of
atoms that they contain, there’s a huge problem

� Galaxies of that mass would not move in the way that the
galaxies have been observed to be moving

� There is now very strong evidence that there is additional,
”dark” matter in the Universe, beyond protons, neutrons,
electrons, photons and neutrinos

� In fact there seems to be about five times more dark matter
than ”atomic matter”!

� There are some plausible arguments that particles made of
dark matter could be produced directly at the LHC (more on
this later)



Cosmic History

We understand most of the
history of the Universe in
terms of the Standard Model
of particle physics



The Large Hadron Collider

� The basic idea is to :
� accelerate beams of protons to as high energy as possible
� smash them into each other as often as possible
� Create new particles like the Higgs boson or dark matter
� Detect these particles in ”particle detectors” which surround

the ”collisions”

� The LHC has started running and is working extremely well

� The production of ”new particles” is rare, so the more
collisions we have the better

� This year will be a very exciting one with a huge amount of
data generated and analysed!



The LHC Accelerator complex

A circular, 27 km tunnel,
roughly 100 m underground
Two proton beams, one
clockwise, one anti-clockwise
Four collision points
Up to a billion collisions per
second!!



The LHC Accelerator complex

About 1600
superconducting magnets
(most weigh more than
20 tonnes!) used to
accelerate the proton
beams
About 100 tonnes of
liquid helium required to
keep the magnets at
operating temperature of
minus 271 Centigrade
The LHC is the coolest
place in the Universe!
The magnetic field is
about 8 Tesla (about 105

times that of the Earth!)



The LHC beam and Energy

� Each proton beam is made of bunches of protons. Up to 2808
bunches with 1011 protons each. Energy of each proton 7000
GeV.

� Energy per beam = 2808 × 1011 × 7000 GeV
= 2808 × 1011 × 7000 × 1.6 × 10−10J = 362 MJ

� Equivalent to 87 Kilograms of TNT, which has about 1016

times as many protons as the LHC beam!

� Equivalent to the Kinetic Energy of a small aircraft carrier
moving at 40 km per hour!

� The energy in the magnets is about 1010 Joules. (A typical
house in Europe consumes about 2000 Joules per second on
average).



A Particle Detector

The ATLAS Detector



A Particle Detector

ATLAS animation



Particle Detection in ATLAS

Particle Detection in ATLAS



Processes and Production Rates at the LHC

�



Producing Higgs Bosons with the LHC



Producing Higgs Bosons with the LHC

Once produced, the
Higgs decays to
lighter Standard
Model Particles
Two photons, two
tau leptons, two Z
bosons,...
We then measure
these decay products
and ”reconstruct”
the Higgs!



Many ideas to be explored.....

� Theoretical physicists have come up with many ideas for
physics beyond the Standard Model

� These predict new particles and phenomena for the LHC:

� Supersymmetry predicts a new particle for every Standard
Model particle eg a super-electron (or selectron).

� The LHC may discover extra dimensions. These are predicted
by string theory and could lead to the discovery of tiny black
holes!

� This year, if these ideas are not discovered at the LHC, very
strong constraints on them will be obtained!



Conclusions

� Atomic Matter can be very simply classified and ”explained”
by a few ”elementary” particles and the Standard Model of
particle physics

� Particle Accelerators and colliders can be used to further
unravel the mysteries of matter

� Two of these mysteries are the existence of the Higgs boson
and the nature of dark matter

� The Large Hadron Collider will help us to solve these
mysteries, perhaps by directly producing the Higgs and/or
dark matter!

� We will already have strong results on these these and other
mysteries this year!



THANK YOU!




